Rattan’s response to surprise lunch:

SURPRISE LUNCH FOR RATTAN GIVEN
BY HIS TEAM AT AMSYSCO
Just a few of the messages sent to Rattan
L. Khosa after the EY Gala…
“To us, you are a Winner!” – AMSYSCO Team
“It was an honor to be present for the Gala event,
and in particular to get to sit at your side at the
table. It is a tremendous recognition to be a
finalist for EOY, and you deserve the highest
accolades for your achievement. I frequently
point out internally that in the PT business you
represent the American dream.” – Richard T.
Wagner, Insteel Wire Products
“I am surprised to hear that. Must have been
some incredible competition. You should take
solace in the fact that you are the best PT
supplier in the country and that you did it all on
your own. You’d have had my vote.” – Jim Block,
Mortenson Construction

“This is a bit overdue, but I wanted to reach out and
thank you again for having Richard and me at this
event. It was a real honor being invited to attend with
you. The number of people who choose to attend with
speaks highly of how well thought of you are among
those who know you. I also wanted to reiterate
something I’ve told you before- that in my view, you
embody the American dream. I don’t know if I’ve
mentioned before that my father was a small business
owner and entrepreneur. He never achieved the level
of success you have, but growing up in a family
centered on the success of a small business, I have
great appreciation and respect for the risks, hard
work, and perseverance it takes to prevail. Frankly, I
could care less who the EY judges deem a winnerwhen I see the success you have achieved through
your tenacity, vision, and tireless hard work, I am
filled with admiration.” – E. Randy Plitt, Insteel Wire
Products

“Dear Anali, Kendra, Mira, Maya, Nancy,
Salvio, Juan, Traudio, Adrian, Eric, Rayna
and Kusuma

“I truly appreciate getting to know you through this
process. You have a tremendous success story and
much to be proud of. Your focus on giving back and
building a team at Amsysco is inspiring and I am glad
you have been recognized for your success. I hope you
enjoyed the process and the celebration, and I look
forward to staying in touch.” - Jim Deutsch, Ernst &
Young LLP

I thank you all.” – Rattan L. Khosa,
AMSYSCO, Inc.

It would have been great to win the subject
award. Non the less, it was an honor to be
part of a select group of other finalist
entrepreneurs. A win would have been great
for AMSYSCO and all employees.
I won a bigger award through the “surprise
lunch” you folks organized for me on June
23rd. I am humbled by your generosity,
goodwill and the effort you all put together
in staging a very pleasing event. Such event
gives me more pleasure than any monetary
reward one might secure in owning a
business. I am just thrilled to be part of this
great team we have at AMSYSCO

